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Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
IN OUR 79th YEAR

Funeral Of
Enos Faughn
Held Monday

,•••.••••••••••••••••

Selected As A Best MI Round Xentucky Commu
nity Newspaper

r'First ...
with
Local News
•
and
Local Pictures
United Press

-•••

District Scout
Meeting Planned
The Chief Chennubby District
Roundtable - District Committee
meeting will be field on February 27 at 7:30 at . the Murray
State
Cellege,
Adenines:rat:on

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 25,
1958

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LAX1X No. 48

TAPPAN TO HOLD GENERAL
LES MEETING IN MURRAY

-"One for all, all f n• one" will
• Mr. Enos Faughn, age 92, who
passed away Saturday at his be API* theme for the eeerring.
home on Ash Street was buried The meetteg will else give dieMonday afternoons the funeral tx:el oonvnitteernen an emirWing at the Max H.' Churchill tuney to meet the scout leaders.
Major . Hallanan a n d Sgt.
reneral home at 1 o'clock p.m.
Servicei were conducted by Bro. 'Vaughn of Murray will lerad
discussaens en program planning
Henry Hargis.
.
His surviving relatives are Lr 'Cub Scouts._
.
All seouters and interested
--three daughters. Mrs. Wakefie
ld
Chambers, Detroit. Mich., Mrs. pereans ar-e urged to arend this
Wildord Brown and Mrs. John eeetr.e. meeting.
Griffin both of Paducah, two
ans. Granville and Goble Faughn, Paducah. 21 grand ehildre
n,
16 great grand children
a,nd
*Aral great great grand
children.
• A general sales meeting of ,lrts w . go up on
windows
Active Pallbearers were Eth'he Tappan Cerrpeny will be
mete, hanet welcoming theseane! Falighn. Brown Martin,
- haei ;n Mitrray be-Inning op men to Murray
for the'
Louis Dunn, Albert Faughn, Billy
Moneay. March 3. according e-.) This-i's under the
direction. of •
Dan Faughn and Willis Daniel.
Verne Kaee general manager of - he Murray Chambe
r of Corn'!
•Max B. Hurt, executive vieeBurial was in .he Fair Dealing
'he Mieraa Manufaconing Com- merce.
Cemetery in Marshall County.
preeesient of the Woodmen of
riany. local producer of Tappan 'AU citizens and
owners of
The Max H. Churchill Funeral the World Life inedrance So-tinges.
bullnessler 'are urged to "spruce
Home had charge of the funeral c.ety, will
be the
princ.pal
--eAporox'mately 100 sales reprearrangements.
eptaker at a meet.ng of the
entatit es of the company will
twelve West Tenneeeet, WOW
meet in Murray throughout the
camp; in Paris, Ter.n., toreght,
...cee. Kyle said, repreaerving h.
it was announced tocley by J.
4$ states.':j..
:
F. Thump:Roe held iepresentaIn addition to mere than 100
live.
ea7es representatires attending
A dinner meeting will be held
'he meeting, there will be ten
in the Paris Maeonic Hall on
men from the . sales staff from
At 8:15 p.m., Thursday evening Blythe Street, Mr. Thompeon
,
Mansfield. etjp. Nine district
February 27, the College String said.
managers fr
over the United
'Orchestre. under' the direction
Mr. Hurt *wee hem at Kirksey,
S a:es will also be in attendance
of David J. GOWB DS. will present Kentucky. He attended Calloway
VIEW OF MURRAY MANUFACTURING COMPA
The first group of 37 salee
a concert in the Recital Hall (if- Ceuney elementary wheels and
NY BEFORE REMODELING. This picture of the
Murray Manufacturing Company
was made before the extensive remodeling progra
representatives will come . ine
kr
.
Fine Arts Building at the graduated from Murray High
m which has ben made. The west side of- the
building is now completely different
Murray (11 Sunday efternoon .ind
with the building extending across the drivew
Cr-elev.
School, Murray State College,
ay shown in the foreground Offices are now
located on the second floor of the new
will attend the 'sales meetinr
The soloist will be Louise and the University of Kentucky.
addition and the entrance is on the south side, rather' than
the west side as indicated in the above photogr
en Mort.eav and Tuesday-. On
aph.
Kershaw. flutist. (rem Huntsville. He sierved aa pe:ncipal of sevThe Murray Manufacturing Company has been highly
Tiiesday afternoon another group
instrumental in the growth of Murray in recent
Alabama. She will perform the eral high scheas in Western
years and its personnel
is vitally integrated into the civic, business, and
ef 41 will come in for meetings
social life of Murray.
solo part of the Concerto in Kentucky. and
was
a.asnet nt
Wednesday and Thursday. On
Damajor. OP
10, No 3 by Peetimreeter in Murray for a
The rsday afterneon 42 wilt areve
Antonio Vivaldi (ea. 1678-1743e number of years ens il he be.
for meetings Friday and SaterThis will be performed as a Came execteeve secretary of
the!
eday.
partial requiregagpt for the Bach- IllskreWhelnater of Commerce I
The' fire group will be from
elor of Musie-degree. The conthe Ease the second from the
Verne 0.. Kyle
certo is popularly known es
He became a %Weidman MI
ifeiviatal. and the MIA frem
iar and Mrs. APbert Trate/
Ighe Goldfinch" and, according 1929 when lee affiliated
aa.ler7
with
alltal •present the town's beat
lea, last night fir Cleburne, 'he far west.
- tc the musicologist Dr. Alfred Camp No. 170 at Katirsey
. He
All sales representatives will side to he visitors of the week,
Texas, immeshes ely after receivEinstein, "is nothing less than served in the stations
since it will be the first trip
of Camp
ing word of the death of Mrs. arrive in Paducah by plane then
a naturalistic sturdy. capturing No 170, head advieer
tor many of them.
and head
Dewy`, neether. Mrs. J. J. Mar- proceed to Murray by automothe bird's voice and depicting e emote of the
juriadictem of
L. D. Miller of the Murray
.
tin, wee, passed away earlier bile.
by means of the tender, pastoral Kentucky. and represe
nted the
Mr. Kyle said that the meeting Chamber of Commerce said today
lase night.
flute. Quite logically, no attempt Kentucky Juriectic
'hat it is a distinct honor for
t ion at four
Mrs.' Martin bad been a semi- has a twofold purpose. The first
at thematic strength and con- notienal einvent
au have been chosen
ions. He w a s
purpose is to introduce a new Murray
V3 Lei
trapuntal design is made; the a ppoxreed
for several years
s the site
na t ion.al sentry on
he sales meeting
strings in unison with the trilled March.
She is survived by ene daugh- line of Tappan gas ranges. with
22. 1943. and, later beMitrray
a nd
1;guration if the violins, form came nationa
Mansfield
ter, Mrs Tracy. Murray; one bob
l watchman. He
5011, J.ein A. Martin. Cleburne, meciels being shown.
lahe (only contrast to the florid was premot
ed to national audiThe second purpose. Kyle conTexas, a twin to Mrs. Tracy:
of the solo flute. The tor Januar
y 1: 1945 On July
tinued, is to show the Murray
whole concerto is one unceasing 30,
three granddhildren
Mr. and Mrs Maurice defies
and
one
1946 he was adveancsd to
plant to the many sales replighthearted warble with no
great gra ndch:Id.
the position of national tree`sur- Planned to leave for Nortek.
gloom."
The second meeting of the give cities the privileg
The funeral will be cosaducted resentatives who have not seen
er He ABM'(NI to Omaha, Neb., Virginia this mornng to Meet
e of zonAlso on the program will be
Wednesday afternoon saf 3:30 at it., It is on the order of a "gel
their soileA. W Crass who was Murray Planning and Zoning ing for use outside the city.
(Continued on Beck Page)
acquainted with Murray" meeta Concerto Grosso in minor by
scheduled te dock there lacteal. . Commismon was held last night
Hiram Tucker, chainrian of the Dillon Funeral leerne in
ing. he said.
Francesco Gernin)ani (1687-1762).
This morning. however. thee at 700 in the office of Mayor the commission. Loki Mr. Fogle Cleburne.
The Mansfield. Ohio members
a fiery and erratic violinist and
received a telegrem from the lieknes
that the city street widening
of the sales staff who wills come
composer of .hea time. Modern
navy sayine that tale "hip would
progrm ste tild be inchided in
Meeiting with the cornmisnon
to Murray for the sales Meeting
music will be represented by
be delayed beeanse of a rescue
the program Mayer Ellie made
ctite4G0 lIP - A Southern
are W. R. Tappan. general manAlec Rewley's "Fantasie f o r
mission the ship was involved ter the first time were represen- 'he deli' a'
••ii•Pr
thaot the city is
has creicieed Northern
tatives of the Planning and Zonager, and vice-president of th. ,
_Airings" and Peter Warlock's
in.
tuok , ferwa - 1 to the future
Tappan Company; A B. Rearm - newspapers on the ground that
to r String Orchestra "
Young Crass left Barcelona. ing Divisein of the Departmerst bee ehea 'ha ragas of the
trick!haler, vice-president in charge they play tan stories about racial
Economic
Both Rowley and Warlock are
DCV
ent.
Spain on February 15 for the ,if
'1 eh mei be eared for.
:of sales: C. C. Wilson, advertising etrife_ in the South while supBritish. The fernier is a pianist
United States and WBS to receive Frankfort. Kerstucky
I
-man Tucker egned the
[manager: D. S Sharp. sales nreeing similar news events
as well as composer. Warlock
Res; Lewes; and Davi Este. a- --mot with
a tear.. on 'his arrival in the
,
h occur in their own backthe Department
manager: Tom Webster. manager wh;
(the pen name for Philip Resetcity pleanners with the reraertstates.
hanth calls for the city tii pay
ards.
• of electric range sales; T. B
tine) was a composer and writer.:
'Jo -itildication was given as mere. met and conferred web 'he department
I
Cemeer C. Will Jr.. editor in
Sc per capita
Miss Lillian Hollowell, of the to - the
Clark. chief engineer: George
He died in 1930 at the early
particulars of the rescue the ceneimission. on the nutie,s
eli;ef r.,f 'he M(meromerv (Ala 1
rding 1st thess1950 population.
Murray State College English
Condos
age of thirty six.
publicit
.
directur
y
Also
.
which
ITlissi011
the department well unhis ship was involved
The next meeting will be
attending from . the Mansfield Advertiser, akin accused Northern
There is no admission charge Department, has been named a in or when the incident occur- dertake for the city.
held on March 14 at 7:00 p.m.
ennticians of shunning aegregaoffice
and the public is cordially in- judge for screening applicants red
are Mr Sprague and Mr
The.
Murray
Hoepttal has inThe depanstmene
lion problems in their districts
will make in Millyer Ellis' office.
for the high school achievement
vited.
Mecklev
Dan
.
.•
.
etettated
a new deparement in
four studies her the city which
Fogle told
the
awards sponsored by the National
VI/Mtn iStitYri
Earetern district managers '0 eltheiteb thee "caterwaul about
the hespital routine Tfee modler Crow in Montgomery"
are as follows: Zone the city hat hw will gSil ri the "wheel
Council of Teachers of English
s ern.section IN that if a oimpre- attend the ineeting are George
Hall and Harrison E Salisbury
en. residential, IBUA 11,9S and in- nollang" in his de'par'tment
Mies Hollowell has named as
C.
at hensive Central Supply. Hereto- Connally. Geared ' Kunkle. and
dustrial zones and ,aid in the ince to complete the four
her asistant Mrs. Jack. Frost,
Chester Pridham. Midwest dia- of the New Y(•rk Times spoke
stu- fore all sterile trays, materia
ls
foeinatien of an onfirsance. make dies wheel will be undavea
also of the MSC English Detrice managers to attend are Monday at the annual winter
ken. and equipMealif had been
re•eting of the Inland Daily
propartment.
Jahn L. Williams, chairman of a zoning map of the erty in
0.
J. Haagen. Arthur Probst and
ceased in the operating and obC. 0. Bondunant, Area AgriFrees Association.
The awards were planned by the. PTA group fer the . whool csonfomeance ivith the new rimRoss
Sams
Far west district
etetrical areas (if the hemital.
cultural Extension Agent, will the Council as a
Salisbury. who has been inway to give (4 New Hove announced today ing iirdinance, make a base map
These hundreds of every clay managers are R. J. Swallen
be in Knoxville, Tennessee this significant public
(Continued on Dock Page)
George
recognition to that a meeting will be held on of the oily. make a ?and iir.e
Hossack
and
Feteer
Rod
necessit
ies
are
new
processed in
week participating in a two-day outstanding high school
This is the first general sales
students Friday at 7:30 at the Calloway map in color eh-swing the areas,
a
Central
Supply
nem in the
conference of Valley Test Dent- in English and to
lot by lot, as they are presently
meeting of a natemae nature
recommend Ceeunity Health Center.
Monday's complete record lot • lower fleet (4 the hospital.
onstnation Supervi9OrS. and a them for college scholar
that has ever been held PM-MurThe public ra invited to attend iseed.
ships.
A
few
lows:
ef
thew necessities in
we-day committee meeting in Each state will have the same tins meeting
The land use map will show
. A film will be
m 'deco day teropittal care are ray.
Census .
,Than for the Regional 4-H Re- number of award winners as stow) entitled
46
The Murray Chamber of Com"The Little Can- which lots in the city are used
ruch
things as gloves, catheter:,
Adult Bede
eource Opteirtunahes Encamp- they have representatives in Con- dle' 65
for resident*I purposes, busiThe Senior class of Almo
•
eterile *elisions for vein feed- merce, hae urged that citirens
Emergency Beds
Meet to be held at Forstorea, gress.
19
nests, i,r i reit etry Thew cutewelcome'these Tappan sales rep- High School will present a
ing!. Flespital adrninietrator BerPatients Admitted
Ishneh Carolina in July. BeneleiHigh schools of below 500
1
guinea are neonate, broken down
eesentelives. who repent every comedy farce, "No Boys Allownard C. Harvey, estimated that
Patients Dismissed
rant and Dr. James Thompeain combined enrollment in grades
2
Ines; further clasenficatinns such
state in the ' union. it will be ed" Friday. February 28 at 7:30
New Citizens
en
trays
that
are
always
of Lexington well represent the 10, 11, and ,12 are entitled to
•
set
as one ferrety areas and two or
the first trip to Murray for most pm
Patients admitted from Friday 'tiheee are as rainy as three chacne nominee, larger schools may
(Continued on Back Page)
More family -areas under resiThe cast of characters is as
of the salesmen.
9:30 a.m. to Monday 11:00 a.m. in" in package units. Some of
dential and business
Banners are being_ prepared fellewse
- - nominate (ine student per 500'
general
Mrs.
Bobby
these
units
McCuiet
have
en,
enrollment The applicant's high
104
everyth
S.
ing
that tile- be placed across Main street
The Murray Lions Club will butane* and light industry unMr Midnight - A prowler.15th St., Murray. Mrs. Milton a physician would need in
school will take care of initial meet tonight at 630 at the der business.
rou- at two different locations and Manahan Giliam: Rita BaxterDarnell
and
tine
baby*care
boy.
as
wePI
screening.
as
Rt.
6.
in enterKirksey High School The dinner
giving a slumber party - Wanda
After reading' tube minuets of
Benton; Mr. Jimmy Darrell RogHigh school juniors will be will be served by the Kirksey the lase meeting
Taylor; Jane Baxter-her younga.
and some dis- ers Rt. I, Hazel;
AU' are identified for specific
Mrs. Martha
nominated in the spring; when High PTA with all proceed custern. it was
er,- eleter-Ltericia Hale; Victurned over to. Griffin. Model.
s
'Tenn.: Mr. Ed- preceerksre In this way it is
these nominees are seniors, final going tewarci the PTA treasury. Mr. Fegle
torola - superstitious cook allti MT. Loves. They ward
By UNITED PRESS
Wiser, Fit 2. Murray; Mrs. poseeble AT a doctor to
selection of winners will be anYandal Wrather, president, diseteseed the service
Petty June Roberts; Fred Danabe able
which
the
Gerald
Coles
and
baby
to
boy,
nounced,
treat a patient in emergenci1115
urges all members to be on hand state had to - offer
la will be the last tame game in had with Rita - Donald
to the city
Southwest Kentucky - NI ely
(Continued on Back Page)
Each nominee' for an award at the meeting.
es and expect to have all of the of the
and eked that their work should
soaeen tem** when Mur- Cleaver: Leroy Doyle - Fred's
sunny, partly cloudy tonight, must submit three
oarieus itstruments and matersamples of
be completed by July 1.
ray High School welcomes the Pal - Ted Lovett; Edwina Cook
mostly cloudy Wednesday with his writing, plus three
ials on one tray.
Visite.... At Ledger & Times
--Ri'a's best friend - Euple
letters
After their work is completed,
South MacMall Rebels.
chance of rain by afternoon or supporting his nomination.
- The surgical section of the
In the
there will be an opportunity for
Murray lit,gh has a two pone Willem; Belinda Elliot - Rita's
night. Continued mild. High to- fall after his nominat
ht repit a I id ens Kies such sterile
Vieelor in the office of the the citizers
ion, a test
winning setreak with wine over teal - Wanda Falwell: Nada
of Murray to ask
day low 60s, low tonight near will be given him
packs as; major surgery, minor
at his high daily Ledger and Times yester- queer ions at
UMon
AO.
a
hearing
Clay a n d Lynn Grove Owens - a boy hater ,-- June
behire
school, and one more sample day was Jeihn Petter, manage
Hal Riddle, son of Mr. arid surgery; as well as special packs
Sheppard; Patsy •Farrell - who
r the new einielg ordinance beHigh
School
last week.
of his writing will be sent to the of comeminity relations
4110
Mrs. Forest Riddle will appear ter certain examinations that
loves to eat - Wyrna Hargis;
for the comes taw.
First
game
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures: judges.
will
sstart
at 6:45 O'Brien
over NBC television at 2:00 p.m. are (eine under :sterile
Texas Gas Transmission Gerp- an officer of the law
cure:b- tonight with the varsity
They told the cornriessiem that
Covington 32. Hopkinnelle 35.
game -Don Chapma
After the state judging teams onatien. His, home is in
eers.
n; Keith Garland
Owens- they could n,rt zone the city far tomorrow on Matinee Theatre.
inwnect
atoly
Paducah 40. Bowling Green 34, have screened applicants
felh.wi
ng, Tonight's -Fred'
The production is entitled "The
This function is just one of
a na- bore. Kentucky. where he was land use outside
s rival - Hicks Wells;
game ehoubd be a close one and
the city limits. 65th Floor"
Louisville 32, Lexington 34 and tional council committee will associat
and stars Hugh Mar- the numerous activities that enHarvey Smith - Keith's man
ed for fifteen years With 77hey can set
all laical fare are urged to come
up standards for low. Young
London 32.
make the final selection I if win- the Owen•sbore
Riddle makes his -stiles Murray's hospital ti be
Friday - Howard &icy; Mrs.
Miesenger - In- subdivision% etstside ths
out and support the Tigers iri"
Evansville, Ind., 29.
city. A home in Hollywood at the
ners.
Dana
quirer.
Fred's mother - Kay
pres- recognized as .qualified fur na- their lose
bill is now being prepared to
home game ,if the Childre
ent time.
tesnal recognization.
ss. and stage manager,_
season.
Glenn Hate.

Will Be First Meeting Of A
National Scale Held Here

Max Hurt To
Be Speaker

1
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oncert Thursday
Will Feature
Alabama 'Flutist

it
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rs
WI
N
,
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int
Work Here Immediately
A. B. Crass Is
Delayed On Trip
Back To States

adynras

Miss Hollowell
Named As
English Judge

0. Bondurant
Will Attend Meeting

Mother Of Mn.
Tracy Succumbs

1

Contract Is Signed Here Last
Night; Four Studies Planned

. Ch

Southern
Editor Hits
North Stories

Hospital Has
New Service
In Supply

Meeting Set At
Health Center

Murray Hospital

Ahno Seniors Will
Give Comedy Friday

Lions To Ea At
Kirksey High.School
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Murray High And
Rebels Meet Tonight

Hal Riddle In
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HOSTS KOREA ACCUSED OF HIJACKIN
G
SOUTH KOREA TRANSPORT PLANS WITH
34 AWARD, INCLUDING US PILOTS

Mirth

CANA

1368

N. Michi-

transmission

Make Money With Classifieds

FIND MISS4NG
TUIKEY-SOUND
PLANS SMASHED
OS ON VESUVIUS.
ALL le KRIM

HuNT U S NAVY RADAR
PLANE LOST IN FI00111
ATLANTIC 13 ABOARD

eer
•

NATIONAL REPRESENTA
TIVES: WALLACE WITME
R
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.;
250 Park Ave., New York:
307
gan Ave., Clatcago; 80 Bolysto
n St., noston.
'nattered

a
oft
BLIZZILIDS LEAVE
NICELY 250 DfAD
IN u S SNOW MIS
HIGH IN IVOITHE•sT

FEBRUARY 25, 1958
..SDAY —

POLAND AGAIN R•ISIS PROPOSAL
OF ATOM ROWS Pets ZONI OF
POLAND. EAST GERRA•NY Writ
GERMANY AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA

P.

We reserve the right to
reject any Advertising. Letters
to the Editor,
or Public - Voice itei which,
in our opinion, are not
for the best
interest of our readers.

TUESDAY —

WONT LIA•E 111AGHDAD PACT,
MAO ANNOUNCES AMR
FEDERATION WITH /041204

_

UNITED
STATES

as

AURRAY 7

,

SUBSeltIPTION

RATES: By Carrier in Murray
. per week 20e, per
Month 85c. In Calloway
and adjoining counties, per
year, $3.50; elsewhere, $5.50.
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New Film Devised
For Missile Tracking
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Clarence W. Mitchell began his position this week
as soils assistaid,with the ssounty. Extension Service .here.
lle_ rep-races B. K. Kelley who is now County Agent in

night

suite

tra
-G-0-----71P1
oon,..
. "1-1k."A
-my - .C
-----Apretty

The

Rikka.

a heart ailment
Monday .morning at :1:00 o'clock at the home of her son,
Robbie Jones. near Hazel, after an 'illness of 12 months.
Survivors 'include two sons. Robbie and Commodore
_Jones of Murray and three grand-children.
- -Approximately 125 , high -5ch-oorseniors, representing
Western Kentucky High Schools,
be guests of the
Murray State College student .tody and faculty during arQ.
ii-Two-day Visit to the Murray campus February 27-28.
The high sthool students have accepted the invitation of, pr. Ralph. H. Woods. Murray presidknt. to "see
a cross section of College life.-A junior high basketball tournament will be held
at the Murray High School gymnasium this afternoon
by Coach Dub Russell.
The College County Association for Childhood Education had as its guest. the Marshall County Branch. on
Saturday afternoon. February 21. in a meeting held at
the. Fine Arts Building tin the college campus.
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rs End Year For March
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With 66 - 55 Win
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Quitman Suihes
Scores 15 Pont;
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IAN: Your ad
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. Call the
Vice right away.-

Championship
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MURRAY DOUGLAS

Saturday 8:00

Tuesday 7:00
Terry

LYNN GROVE

Darnell

Gets 14 Points
The Murray State Thoroughbreds came from behind early
in the second half last night
in tpe. _college sports arena to
dunip conference leader. Tennessee Tech, 66-55, It was the
last game of the season for the
Racers.
As a result of Murray's victory last night, the Ohei Valley
Conference could be throwninto
a two-way tie Thursday, Aeolid
second place Morehead win itver
visiting Tech, whose lead is now
cut to one game. Morehead has
a 6-3 posting and Tech has a
7-2 record.
Tennessee Tech. playing without the services of Herb Merin
and Ken Sidwell, led by five
points at the halftime intermission but a Racer rally spear-

Thursday 7:00

NORTH MARSHALL
Tuesday 8:30

MURRAY HIGH
Friday 8:30

KIRKSEY

B*311

EiGhT
Results
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!SS

Top favorites, Benton a nd then the Murray team will autoNorth Marshall. drew opposite matically • be the home team
brackets last night when coaches since the score board has the
headed by Quitman Sullins and and. school authorities from the word "Murray" on the home
Terr, Darnell geve Murray the District's eleven high schools team side. In the event two
met for neirings in the Fourth Murray teams meet the decision
lead.
Your points -behind. 37-33;--with District Tiornament • to be .- held will . revert. back --to- -the --odd
more than 15 minutes left to March 3-8 in the college sports number sr-teem.
Officials for the six-day tourplay, big Quitman Sullins con- arena.
The sixteen team box was nament will be Gene Landoit
nected on three consecutive baskets to put Murray out front, filled out, with five byes, three and Allen Russell both of Mur39-37. The 'Breds never trailed in the upper bracket and two ray.
again, leading by as much as in the lower. Murray Training
14- poin:s at one point in the School, New Concord and South
Marshall drew the top three 'byes
contest.
•
Quitman Sullins led the Mur- and the two in the lower bracket
ray scoring with 15 points. Terry going to Kirksey and Hazel,
A single game is slated for
Darnell was close behind with
14 and Dale •Alexandt•r turned the opening day. Monday,- March
in a sterling performance adding 3rd. itenton and Alone 7 High
--SehoOF -are- echechited -to --elagh
Murray
-poinls: hit -36 per cent of at 7:30. There will be two conits shots from the floor as com- tests on each if the remaining
pared to 21 for the Tennesseans. nights of the tourney with the
exception of Saturday night when
Murray State (66)
Wray 7, Herndon to, Tom the two 'remaining teams clash
By United Press
Darnell
SsüLins 15,- - Tarry- for the - championship. at 8100.
NEW YORK — Jimmy Archer,
Darnell 14, Alexander 11, Tabor There will nie be a consolation
game. Tuesday thru.. Friday will 16014, New York, stopped Danny
4.
gee tlre-first game of the evening R USW0, 151, Broeklyn (7).
Tennessee Tech (55)
'McDonald 3. Sexton 9, Gilley get underway promptly at 7:00
8", Shearer 2, Hagan 13. Keller with the .second game following
thirty minutes after the comple16, Vaughn 2, Harron 2.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Neal
tion of the 'fleet contest.
Rivers, 1601e, Niagara Fallss, N.
• Murray Douglass, making its
Y., knocked out Chebo Hernanfirst appearance in the Fourth
dez, 15934, Mexico (2)..
District Tournament. takes on the
Lynn Grove . Wildcats in the
High School
first round of action on Tuesday.
NEW ORLEANS —Erie Smith
Murray High School goes up 159, Newport. Pa., outpointed
against highly regarded North Tony Dupas, 156. New Orleans
Marshall in the second game.
(10).
New Concord and the Murray
Training School Colts will meet
for the fourth, time this season
as play resumes on Wednesday
night The second . affair will
see defending champion, South
Marshall clash with the winner
Tuesday
of the Benton -,AlmO game.
,
The' first' game on Thursday
Murray Trrig. at Lynn Grove
night
pits
the
Douglass - Lynn
Heath at North Marshall
South Marshall at Murray -High Grove winner with the North
Marshall
Murray
High winner.
Symsonia at Benton
Kirksey and Hazel trade blows
in the second feature.
Friday
Friday night will whittle the
Sbuth Hopkins at North Marshall crowd down to championshi
p
Reidland at South Marshall
material as the two Wednesday
night winners fight tor survival
1r: the opening contest and the
Thursday night victors tangle
in the second battle of the evening.
Next Monday
Saturday night will feature
Mayfield vs Hugg The Druggist four quarters of top round ball
exhibition as the two remaining
Lyon County vs Possum Trot
tears fight for t he coveted Yu! Brynner, as the ambition•
Feast Construction at Hardin
crown. Both the winner and driven Prince of Egypt wiho be'
Murray at Benton
runner-up will advance to the comes the Pharaoh upon whore
Princeton at Cunningham
regional.
the Plagues are visited, is plc.
The odd numbered team such tured above from one of the
aa I. 3. 5, and etc. will be the scenes in Cecil B. DeMille're
North-South All-Star
home team. on the score board "Ten Commandments" in techBasketball Game Set
each evening except when one nicoior opening Wednesday at
of the three Murray teams play. the Capitol Theatre. Charlton
If a Murray team is playing Heston stars as :Moses, along
RALEIGH, N. C. r1/" — Jack
with Anne Baxter., John Derek,
Paar f Kanoas State, Vern HatDebra Paget and a host of
Kentucky
High
School
tin of Kentucky and Jack Quilt
others.
.
)
Basketball Results
gle of rst.cnIgan State had a
hat id 196.. college basketball
players tele; will take pant in
By United Pram
a Nort -S.,uth API-Star Come' Lebanon
81 Old Ky. Home 65
here Mdrdh 26. Gene Shue, wive Anderson County 76
plays for the Detroit Pistons of
Bloomfield 72 tot)
the National Baeketball Assia- Peaks Mill 59 Bald Knob
45
tion. is the
premoter.
1.--;toves 84 Carlisle County 86

College Basketball
Results

Thursday 8:30

By UNITED PRESS

BYE

Knights Break
100 In Victory
e Murray Knights slapped
aytield Sun-Drop 102-75 last
t in the Murray High gym
'all but clinch the season
pionship. Five of the Murplayers hit high in the
. lc figures to record the
The Knights have a two
one-half game lead over
place Benton. The two
meet next Monday night.

6-9 center for the Knights has
a 15 point per game average.
In other Game*
Hugg The Druggist stopped
Posssum Trot, 97-91,. Princeton
beat Hardin, 88-79, Lyon County
dumped Feast Conetsruction, 871 and Benton won a forfeit
victory over Cunningham which
did not how tip for the scheduled
game
Lain Night's Results
urray's big boys paced the Princeton
- 14 44 70 86
victory
with
d to
their don't- Hardin
21 40 61 79
rebounding
t
arid high scorThey
did not really begin Lyon County
ing.
30 53 66 81
fillitting well until the second
Feast
16 33 47 71
•Iltaif however... and. it was Brooks
that proved _to be the thorn Hug& the Druggist ..24 44 71 97
In the fifth to the Sun-Drop Possum
Trot
21 38 63 91
teem the first half. He continually ripped the net during the
Kentucky College
firt two periods with a fine
et Dbition of shooting. Brciolts
Basketball Results
finished the game with 22 points.
Mike O'Reardon was the top
By United Press
'corer for the Knights with
Auburn 64 Kentucky 63
la points. Peterson, Smikoski Murray 66 Tennesssee
Tech 55
d 14 the
; nid
ig lit finished
th Landolit
Western 100 Evansville (Ind.) 80
in
Murray Freshmen HIV
hat order. Bradley hit for 4.
Tennessee Tech Freshmen 74
ikez did not dress out last
Rio Grande (Ohio) 77
ight as he was sick with the
Kentucky Christian 68
flu.
Marshall Frosh 90 Morehead 70
.„.'"•ank Smikoski is the team's Cumberland JC 126 Lees JC1_6_
tom
eadtTig
n
20 point per game average. 0'TODAY'S NEWS TODAY IN
point
a
also
has
20
Reardon
average but has not played as THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
many games as Frank. Peterson,

Kirksey Moves Into Fourth
Place; Concord Sits On Top
With but one more Calloway
County game scheduled and the
District Foley- Tournament drawing near, New Concord High
School is the only county club
to emerge with a perfect record
in intra-county play.
The Redbirds of Coach Gene
Cathey have won 12 consecutive
garnes in intra-county play. The
closest challenger for the number
one spot is way off the pace
with severt wins against five
losses. A record that is tied
by Almo and Murray Training
School who are deadlocked for
second place.
Lynn Grove, led by high scoring Rodney Warren. falls into
the number three slot with a
3-7 posting. But their position
there is only temporaii, for the
Wildcats have a game scheduled
for tonight with Murray Training
School. If the Colts win, they
will take over second place and
push Almo to third. If the Wildcats win it will damage the
7-5 Colt record and pull Murray
Training down to third leaving
Almo with second place. Either
way Lynn Grove is . headed for
the number four spot.
The Kirksey H igh School
Eagles didn't win a single intracounty affair until January 31st
when they beat favored Murray
Training for their first Celloway
vietory:- inee
Eagles
have knocked over both Lynn
Grove and Hazel. With a 3-9
posting the Kirksey squad is now
in fifth place.
Hazel entered the county tour-

East
Pietsburen 109 Geneva 74
Maine 65 Maaeachusetts 59
Tena 90 Bridgeport 73
Marehall 92 Toledo 69
Buffalo U. Buffalo 'Fetus 72
Yeshiva 94 N.Y. Martime Coll 75
Drexel Teeth 97 Delaware 77
Ellueten U. 63 Boston College 60
Moravian 94 Albright 85
$4. Jos. (Pa 1 89
Elizabethtown 64
Scranton 83 Muhlenbt•rg 74
South
Catawba 92 Pfeiffer 83
S. Wern (Term.) 80
Chattanex,wi 74
Clemson 88 Wake Force/ 76
Presbyterian 65
•
Flt-miirit Abbey 63
0IMMOMMU *kitcAMISPOMIL. mmw
Alabama 70 Tennessee 37
Auburn 64 Kerte...picky 63
Tampa 79 Florida St. 56
Messief.ppl 9t. 74 Tulare, 62
Murray St. 66 Tennessee Tech 55
Vanderbilt 69 Georgia 66
Ga. Tedh 62 Florida 61
Misessippi 85 Louielana Si. 78
Weeern Ky. 100 Evansville 80
King (Tenn.) Coll. 81
Milligan 59
Speng Hill 90 Ceeriary- 83
Midwest
Purdue 72 Michrgtan State 70
Indiana 95 Michigan 88
Iowa State 48 Kanteas 42
Minnestea 71 Wiecenein 63
rtoWta 86 Northwestern 78
Bradley 72 Tulsa 54
Wheaton 100 Beteg 77
Wiehita 82 Houston 65
Quiney 85"Millikin 91
Dutch Owen and Fish
Wash. (Mo.) U. 77 Regis 68
The Owens Fishing School Clinic will be held at the
Creigteton 68 Drake 83
Carr Health Building on Thursday,' February 27, at
McPherson 102 Foends U. 72
Omaha 73 Roekhue-et 61
7:00 p.m. There will be no charge to attend the fishing
Bettemy (Kan.) 82
clinic and all fishermen and would-be-fishermen are inBethel (Kan.) 69
vited to attend.
Southwest
Free gifts and fishing tips will be given to all who
Oklabeenta City 104 Benedict 84
attend. Dutch Owen, owner of the school, said that fishMcMurry 88 Texas Lutheran 82
ing tips will be given that took him forty years to acOkla. St. 63 N. Tex. St. 52
quire.
Rice 61 Arkansas 59
A few things that will be explained are how to use
E. Tex. St. 92 Sul Roes St. 78
tftlitrY 'Hug, a last ro in me 0 ,
how to use the two hook crappie rig, and how to catch
Arizona (Tempe) Slate 62
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College Basketball
Ratings
NEW YORK IP — The United
Press major col e basketball
ratings (fi .
ace votes and
won -lest records through Fb. 22
in parentheses):

BASKETBALI
UOADDCA

0

Team
Points
Kansas State (24) (18-1)
328
West Virginia (5) (22-1) 276
Cincinnati (3) (20-2) ....270
San' Francisco (2) (21-1) 267
Temple (20-2).
191
Duke (16-5)
105
Kansas (16-4)
91
Michigan State (15-4)
84
North Carolina St. (18-5) 60
Notre Dame (1) (19-4)
50
-ALL-group.
Carolina, 40; 12, Oklahoma State,
36; 13, Dayton, 32; 14. Bradley,
West
29; 15 (tie), Kentucky and Mary- California 61 Oregon 60
land. 13 each; 17, California, 11; Portland U. 72 Goneaga
62
18, Seattle, 9; 19, St. Bonaven- Washington 68
ture, 5, 20, Purdue, 4.
Washington St. 62
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,

p.
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Fishing Clinic Set Thursday
AtThe Carr Health Building

nament in fifth place but since
has lost games to Murray Training, Lynn Grove, Almo and
Kirksey to fall into the cellar.
The Lions end w ith a 2-9
achievement.
County Standings
New Concord
Almo
Murray Training
Lynn Grove
Kirksey
HQ re

Atomic Valley

EASTERN
Va.
EAST TENNESSEE
Wed., Feb. 26 - 7:55
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fish.
The methods which will be taught by Owen disregards.Solunar tables, wind, raising and lowering of the
water, early and late fishing and night fishing.
All are invited to attend.
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Meet Recently To
Study Growing Roses
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Mrs. Zeffie Woods
Hostess to North
Murray Club

Uniformity Of TV Is Necessity

By WILLIAM EWALD
would say yes. But I'm • not work.
United Press Staff Correspondent so sure. I tend to believe that
Claude Rains has milled out
NEW YORK 1111 — One * of although we al talk about TV of the cost of. the -upcoming
the most comforting things about —the way we talk about yes- CBS-TV spec, "Tale of Two
1683
TV to many viewers, I'm sure, terday's ball game or snowstorm Cities." There's a good chance
is the uniform blandness of its —we may not be taking it as Torin Thatcher may pull out,
seriously as the academic wor- too. Both actors have pleaded
product.
other commitments.
riers seem to think.
We are beginning to use our
ABC-TV's "Tombstone TerriTV is a medium that, for the
most part, turns out assembly sets as a kind of furniture to tory" employs almost 400 persons
Tmop 22 me January 22 .and
line products. It has to. There relax us. We inat with the directly or indirectly to turn
elected new officers. The patrol
just- isn't enough time or talent majority at olfr TV shows — out the series. That's almost
were: Annett
T h e Easteide Homemakers leaders elected
available to fill the cavernous and don't get very excited by half the population of Tombstone,
Tuesday, February 25
Tuesday .March 4
Club met recently fur an all Thurman and Rhonda Vance,
maw week after week in any them — while we think of things Ariz. •
The
Ann
Hazzeltine
Class
of
day 'meeting in the home of tree-surer. Vicky Crawford and
The AAUW Hoek Club will
like o ur budgets, tomorrow's
other way.
the
Mensorial
Banst
Church
will
Mrs. G. B. Jones. The main les- Pam Parks was elected scribe.
meet this evening at 7:30 in the
menu and that letter from Aunt
Our troop' voted to try and home
meat
in
twine
the
of
Mrs.
J.
0.
son on -Growing Haste" was
As with any mass product- Lillie. On recent visits to TV
of Miss Dorothy Denman,
boxes
sell
of
Reeves
cookie;
at
7:30
the
in
eveoing.
during
given by Mrs. Echvard Jones
the 103 North 14th Street.
let's say a can of tomatoes—the homes, .1 also have noticed more
•
•.• •
.cirl Scout Week.
and Mrs. Lucille Kelly.
purchaser is sure of getting the and main talk while the set is
•• •
The Scouts worked on their
The Winsome Class of the
same can of tomatoes today that on — the set is taking on the
Mrs. Jones told the club that Is nya rch.
Bernorial
The Alpha Sigme Alpha Alul
Baptist Church will
he got yesterday. Unvarying in guise of a kind of visual Muzak
ruins will grow for anyone with
RefrefillitleritS
SYRACUSE, N. Y. —
—*
were served by ram. wifr meet at 8700 :n the meet in the home of Mrs. Claude
taste, coloring, aroma. Recog- that no one takes too seriously.
a little time and effort -applied. Mrs. Galen Thurrnera
lltaiverslity end two
evening in the home of Mn. Miller with Mrs. Raymond Tidnizability arid uniformity are the
TV rapidly is becoming a Syracuse
Rosee Maeda be planted in a
Joe Ryan Cooper. North 10th well as co-hostess. The meeting
strong points of • the assembly comforting device, no more, no other Ailouois will hold educawell drained plot
Street. All members in this area will begin at 7:30.
aere they
line commodity.
less. The very qualities thol tion worksheets next summer to
Troop 22 met January 2'7 and are urged to attend.
will get the morning sun to dry
•• ••
make for its mass popularity urge public school teachers to
TV
consumption works t h e
planes as moeeture oauses dis- corripleted our '41anyarcis
Mrs.
.use newspapers as "living text••••
same way. The viewer knew —uniformity, prdeictability — are neoae."
Thursday, March 6
Crawturci helped the Scouts seen
ease. she mid.
the
ones
that
seem
to
be
lessenThe WSCS of the Flint BayThe Garden Department of
their
paper
machet
""re-aishers will be shown how
anunah,
Mr. did Mrs. Ruble Rogers that when he tuned in say. ing its emotional force in the
Mrs Richard Arrreetrong 9how- winch will be out
next peoject. ne: Church will hold a study the Murray Woman's Club will of Detroit, Mesh., are visiting "Burns and Allen" or "December nation's living rooms.
daily nevsepapeci ion be brought
ed
a film on rese-s. Mrs. A.rle
Mrs.Haas served
reinter- course at 6:30 pm. The, book. have a lundheon meeting at 1:00 in the hume of Mr. and Mrs. Bride" or "Talent Scouts" — all
into cluainsen work. Workshop
Sprunger ,gave an account of merits.
available Monday night — he
"Look. Look the Cit.es," will pan. at the Flans Landing Hotel. Burie Waldrop
of North Ninth
The Channel Swim: President office a le said the runveste pees in
her experiences and highlights
was sure of getting a product
be pnsented by Mrs. E. C. Park- T'he pnograrn will he a round Street
this week. The Rogers
not only will aid pupils in exfrom tall e at .Faten and Wenn
with which he was familiar, Robert Sarnoff of NBC-TV reer of the Fine Flaistas: Chunth. table discussion, -I'm going to are returning
to their Detroit
pa nding their rqpular %tattles
Week Com-en/nevi. * One thought
none of them terribly exciting vealed in a speech Monday that
Troop M met February 10 and The presodent, &Ire Bernie Mil- do this in my garden." Hostesees
*me ante?: a .vacathen in
NBC-.1_1_ _has., shelled out more but will give than a view rti
s4eiMs-w-ef -Loners u to everyone, worked on peeshows,
but
none
eler,ourges
comof—themMe:Oat
are
all
-nee
Lenveil
tacLes
Ylatee,
to
attend.
tafagehet•
Florida.
than 5 million dollars to produce the -brsTad iliad 'Of current
said one members, is the Large ariii±une
plete busts either.
Waylein Rayburn. G. B. Scott,
ivettch Mrs. Crantford.
$ •••
its 49 TV operas...Gian-Carlo events.
•
ameunite of nutritional diseaees „lt
Buries&
Parker.
'Garden - Moody
With.
-Tht Lydian Crass of thearirst
Besides Syracuse, the UniverWould Be Emotionally Drained Menotti's new opera, "Maria Gola-envois tip iii.-dsIldren, caused — Parrot-2 gage 'their Piay
Paul
Gleakson.
u4tieti Baptist Church win meet th the tied
by improper diet.
••••
In a way, in terms of the min," commissioned by NBC, sity of Iowa and the University.
is one of the requirements of home of Mrs.
Owen Billington
sanity
Lunch was served to fifteen the Second Clam Rank. '
of viewers, I think this will be premiered at the Brussels of California at Los Angeles
at 700 in the evening. Group V,, The Jessie Holliston Service
Exposition this Will hold the sumer newspaper
sort
_
programming is necessary. International
of
Members
_
one visitar and sixMM. Perkin; served refresh- Mra. Noble Farm as captain,
is Club wit). meat an absollturray
We
have
become a nation trans- August, courtesy of the net- wo
• children The dishn; were pre- ments.
Electric buildifig at 720 Ui the
in charge.
pared by dub rnerribers from
CAMPBF-1 .SVILIaEner —Two fixed by the 21-Inch eye( Nielsen
Pam Parks.,Sesebe
evening.
• • ••
•
recipes given them by. the exLouisville newspapers Wednes- says there is 5 hours, 51 minutes
•.• • •
The
county and. city library is
n_
nsion
CWF Group III, First Chris- day filed a suit here seeking daily TV viewing in the avrage
open this afternoon from 1:30
The March meeting win be
Church, will meet in the to determine whether Taylor TV home) and a steady diet
tian
The site of George Washing.
- until 4:30 on the second floor
-held in the home, of Mrs. Lam:- tonh
- Court Clerk of Sophocles, Shakespeare, Shaw,
church
parlor at 8:00 in the County Circuit .
°inseams erne-mg of the in the court house.
ten, Vanne ere alwaye wel- Delaware
Homer
McKinley
cart withhold Steindbing, Sartre.. Sheridan and
evening.
Mrs.
Don
•-- .• •••
Hall is hosRiver is now a /tate
come.
court records frith the presn Schiller probably would draintel&
park . n•
Thursday, February 27
resville, Pa
us emotionally, ..not to mention
and the public indefinitely.
• •..• •
The Zeta Depar.ment• of the
McKinley has repeatedly ,o-e- what it would dad() our,.sibilants.
GTIOUp TV of the First ChrisMarray Werrian's Club entertain
* EoriS TONITE *
The majority of TV fare rebveli a "Stag or Drag" dinner tian Church's CWF will meet fused to let newsmen inspect flects this state of affairs. Most
Jack Lernmon in
ckanne at 7.30 in the evening at in the rime of Mrs. Dennis three indictments returned a viewers don't seem to want to
MAD BALL"
the club house. Hostnenes are Taylor at 9:30 in•the morning. month ago by the Taylor County be jolted. They prefer to ,be
••••
grand jury. He said he would
"OPERATION
Mesdames Dan Hutson, John
lulled. 'I don't think anyone
not do so until persons charged
Saturday, March 8
loon. Alen Jones, A. J. Kipp,
N4'OUld
a rginee seriously — even
in
'the
indictments
were
arrestThe
Captain
Wendell
Oury
Lynn. Lassiter, and Alfred Lindthe network Prograrnmers — that
ed.
chapter
of
the
DAR
will
meet
sey., Jr.
the bulk of TV. fare stimulates
The Louisville Courier-Journal
at 230 in the afternoon. Hos•• ••
us -intellectually. But I think
and
The
Louisville
Times
fi
n
ed
teseee
are
Mee
Cappie Beale
The Magazine, Club will meet
TV shows increasing si s of
suit
to
seek
an
injunction
direct3IXi'
Mrs.
Mary Hansen Williams.
for a luncheen meeting
going one step further: a re
at 1:00
ing the clerk to mike the in- to
Ut the afternoon at the
stimulate our feelings.'
WolThall%
• •••
dictments
avalieble
toothe press.
Even - the appeal to simple
Club House. Members may being
McKinley
said
bench warrants emotions is dying on TV. N.
SLIENRS and reser-eat:era
muiat be
had been issued for persons ins one seems to' want to
collet in te Mrs. Jack Kennedy
laugh hard.
dieted .on charges of assault and Strang comedy is not,, big.
as seen as postable.
on
Ordw to introduce to the people of this area
battery, arson and child deser- TV anymore — even Sid Saesar.
••••
genuineItalian Pizza Pies as served in leading
tion
and
that
when
they
are
a
great
comic,
finds
himself
Fresh meat should be unpizza house., we invite you to try these deliciarrested, the press will be given playing to low ratings again.
wrapped. before i is stored
Mrs. Hattie Scherffius spoke on
ous pizza pies resh from our special pizza
an
acceres
to
the
indictments.
one
No
wants
to
cry either.
the refrigerator. Cover it loose- "Growing and Care of Buses"
oven. Served or wrapped for pick-up service.
Indictments generally are con- The tearjerkers are disappearing
ly to allow for air circulation.
at a recent meeting of the Lynn sidered
'..--.* _
public
reiredis
and
in
- .
—"Strike
It
Rich" recently fold•
•
•
•
•,
,
Grove
Hernernakers
Club
ba the many Kentucky counties
I •
For a change from hamburgers or other sandare ed,. the new "End of the Rain•
home of Miss Marien Crawford. made
Monday, March 3
aeuilable to the press and bow" quickly collapsed, the soap
wiches — try our mouth-watering, oven hot
The Louie Moon Circle of the
MINS
Crawford gave the de- public
as seen as they are re- operas are in sad shape.
'Italian Pizza Pies.
CinemiSCOM
That Baptist Churrh will 'meet vetional. The minor herein on
turned.
What is left on TV is a kind
in the h...ent. of Mrs. Purdom kinciscaping was given by Mrs.
of mildly soothing pablum. We
Oudho / 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Edgar Vermin
Butterwerth.
Reports
AGA KHAN RETURNS
sit down and consume TV withand minutes were reed by the
teach the
out becoming deeply involved.
secretory. Recreation wee led by
GSTAAD, Switzerland EP — Even the violence in Westerns
At The
Mrs. Clifford MillerThe Aga Khan today reisu
- Med doesn't really - disturb us because
. Fula eving the meeting, re- the
winter 91•,rts vacation he all the Westerns have so much
freshments were served ti the initerrunted
last month to go to built-in predictebility that we
ten members and one visitor. Karachi
alnloa
righetverythina will turn out
fer his enthronement as a
The _club_ adjourned -a) vise. the spiritual
leader- of the Ismaili
Proternu.s Club arid see the fikn hiesiern
Not Taken Seriously
sect. Official:, said the
,aa mime that was shown by
Is all this bad" Well, Inn'sure
WALTER and VERA HUTCHENS, Mgrs.
Aga would "probably remain
. Mrs. Wrcither.
here" until the end of the sea- the academic culture snoop.
The next meeting
t1 be held son. He has rented a
chalet.
, March 13 at 1030 at the lame
if Mrs. Leon Chambers. The
POSSELLINi TO CHINA
linen will be on "Modern Ft•od
Preparation in Oven and ReLAUSANNE, Switzerlandli, —
1
frigerator." Visitors are always
Italian movie director Ro"berto
welcome.
Brief infatuation ... tailored by
Rossellini said he plans to return
Youthcraft with an absence of
to India, for about two months
PROOUCTION
and then hopes to go to Comtricks ...this style boaats buttonmunist China to shoot a doculess ease.. . the new 5 h a p e d,
mentary film.
stand-away collar ...the tapered
sleeve. In the back, soft fullness
UNCONSCIOUS BIRTH
falls from the shoulder to end
The Deroes Class of, the First
• femininely in- tiny pleats, stitchanatin Church met recently for
LEEDS. England ift —A woman
a pot kick nipper in the home who has
ed and tabbed to keep them
been unconscious since
of Mrs. Charhe Sexton voth 32 she
neatly :n place. General sit-honwas injured in a highway
members present.
e_ ette: classic. General o u 11
accident
six months ago has
It:
Mrs. Alfred Young. president, even birth to
wonderfully long wearing. Sizes
a healthy f erpresided
at
the
Inwiness
meet
pound girl. Mrs. Rita N.
5 to 17.
h.
$25.9S
one The devotional on - beve" 30, became a mother by
Caesargiven by Mrs. Charles Ryan. ian Monday.

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Sy JIM -KLOCK•
• Jnited Press Auto
DETROIT 1114 — •
! Russia's "Sputr
.merica's intellee
ir culture had
rid they
fins as
setldi :he e
rath.

"Wakes

TTM

Chila Nam

Telephone

Girl Scout News
•

I

SOCIAL CALENDAR

The North Murray Rumen-La/tem Club met recently in the
home of Mrs. 7.eiffie Woods with
Mrs. B. J. Roffman, president,
presiding.
-Mrs. Barletta Wiseher showed
a film on "Growing Roses" in
connection with the main Lesson
given by_Mirs. K. T. Crawford.
Mrs. Perry Cravitt reported on
the Farm and Home Week from
the South Murray Chub a n d
Mrs. Preston Boyd gave gardening notes.
The devotional was presented
by Mrs. C. B. Crawford. She
ended her remarks with prayer.
Refreshments were served to
the six members and six visitors
by Mrs. Woods>.
The *arch 14 meeting of the
club will be held in the home of
Aire. C. B. Crawford at 10:30
in the morning.
•• • •
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WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

PIZZA PIES

WEDNESDAY & THURS.(Feb. 26-27)
In

Mrs. H. Seherffins'
Speaks to H'makers
At Lynn Grove 'Club

jAME!

ANYTIME IS PIZZA TIME

COLLEGIATE
RESTAURANT

THE SUPREME MOTION PICTURE OF ALL TIME!
CECIL B.DEMILLE'S

IN RED
cued C.
plane (I
uled sto
co-pilot,

Dorcas Class Has
Pot Luck Supper

I OD' Mil-1-1P1S)1\11.1-1

44,

5IR CEDRIC

NINA

MARTHA

JUDITH

HARDWICKE • FOCI-!• SCOTT •ANDERS
ON f3RICE

111 South Fourth
Phone 437

pm,

YES, SHE CAN SAKE A CHERICY
SILLY SOH — Barbara
Chisholm, 16, Huntsville,
gtves you this smeary but
happy smile after winning the national cherry pie baking
contest tn Chieage. She out-baked gins from tat states,
and Canada.. Her 'loot" includes a concise scholaran electric range and a trip to Washington to present
t. prizewinning pis to Dm.
/latornatsonai Boundphotoj
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1
FOR RENT
6 ROOM HOUSE wed utility,
electric heat, mucken, near college, immediate puesession, $40
per mu. R. R. Atkins. Phone
1215-11.
P25P

F

MODERN four _paean apartmentElectric heat. Available March 1.
R. W. Chu:Chin Phone 7. F26C
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 18th and
Main. $45 mo. Call 2056. Freeman Johnson from 7 am. to 5
pen.
FEW

2 BEDROOM HOUSE, basement,
double garage, oil heat At city
SOLID mahogany gateleg din- limits on Hazel Hwy. Call Freeing room suite, like new. Cull man Juhntion, 7 am. to 5 p.m.
F26C
510-8 or see at 308 South .4th. Plume 2056.
Also salad Jitsple Alb chair. ' 2 NICE
3 risen -furnished apartments. Ground floor. His water
SMITH CORONA portable type- and bath. Cheap rent. 1206 West
F25C
writers, also the upright and Mein. Phone 325.
electric.
Typewriter
meeha nic
with 25 years experience. Ledger 1
NOTICE
and Times Office Supply Dept. 1
Mine
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
150 BALES of HAY, red top Service on all makes. Phone
and jap mixed. 11
/
4 mile north- Leon Hall, 934-J before 8 or
west of Penny. Forme Coleman. after 400.
F26C
Phone 672-J-3.
VIP
"Parking is no Problem" at
SCRAPBOOKS, register books,' Starks Hardware, 12th & Poproll books, expense hooks, in lar. Phone 1142 fur free cita
TFC
feel just about every kind of delivery.
book in the book. Ledger and Mattresses Rebuilt
like new.
Times Office Supply Dept.
West Ky. Mattress Mtg. 0o,
Mine Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Taberts Upholstery Shop,
1950 CHEVROLET 2-dr., locally 101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TFC
owned, Ky. liceese. Good condiSAVE
Top
Value
Stamps for
tion. Dey phone 1098, nites 261.
top value gifts. Main St. Shell
F26C
S:ation. 'Phonies Jones, owner,
•
Porter Chikeitt, manager. CharINK FOR all purbeses. Sterne les Chtleuitt.
Phone 9119. Sixth
pads, numbering Machines,' foun- and
Main streets.
ErC
teen penes eilueee eterrtere„line pens, drae.re inks f o r si.NCER Sewing Machine Sales
laundry marking. In fact if you and Service on all makes, Si
need any kind of ink, we have mile on Lynn Greve ROSKt. Leon
it. Ledger and Times, Office Hall. Phew 934-4 belbre 11:00
Supply Di.partment.
Mine a.m. or after 4:00 p.m.
1-27/c

JAMES KEENE'S powerful new neve!

JUSTICE, MY EnoTHEn!
11

It.

"'"'"•

CHAPTER 31
shaking. By rights I suppose I Lanahane. saw Ma and ran
over,
ID YOU ever nave an un- ,,light to have left her alone, but his arms
outstretched Ma waled
bearable weight lifted from the truth was. I needed company and hugged him
and said, "My
your mind? Cord lifted one,from myself pretty bad.
boy, my dearest boy, going to
mine. "I'll go and see the Judge
"I was so sure the judge would prison!"
sild we'll put Overland back on let him off," I said. "What went
"Now, Ma," Cord said, patting
the etand." he told me. "We'll wrong, Edna?"
her shoulders. "Let's stay steady
wrenehirn like a chicken, Smoke.
She turned and looked at me. now."
Likely OVerland's been rustling Tears made a slick smear on her
"You're so strong, Curd. So
•and cuing us aa a blind."
cheeks and her eyes were red. much of a comfort" Her hand
Late in the afternoon, when it rimmed. "Wrong? The whole came up and brushed at the
:acne time to go 'back to the rotten thing Is wrong! Is God dangling lock of hair. 'I'd die
courtroom, I felt refreshed after punishing me for loving a decent without -you, son. I'd just up and
a nap and relieved, and veryeeon- man? Oh, Luther, Luther, what
have I brougtiVs you?"
fident that the judge would
"Don't talk like that, Ma.
_
„hark on the beM,vcrying
verse the Jury's verdict.
Please don't." His glance swung
The place was jam-packed as 'this made very little sense to to me as t,hough this was „my
usual, and I took my place be- me, 'so I waited until the crying (atilt too.
hind the defense counsel's table. died out tq a few sniffles. "What's
"If you vault to see Luther,"
The judge rapped for order and the matter eirith you, Edna? Or Bill said, "you'd best get on to
the room grew very quiet. He Is there somethtng the matter the depot. There eine much time."
cleared his throat and salet"After with us?"
"I just couldn't," Ma said, her
She shook her heibi. from side eyes tear-tilled. "Seeing him with
jh careful and due deliberation of
-"' the evidence presented, and ii- to side, violently. -1 don't care his hands locked together, I just
Meting for certain ineonclusive about you or Ma or anyone but couldn't." For a moment her cry-elements. I am prepared to ren- Luther. Stop them. Smoke! !lobe ing was uncontrollable, then she
der a sentence. Will Luther let him be taken from me!"
took a renewed grip on her emo"Hell .. ." I began, then closed tions. "I'm an old woman: rd be
'O'Hare please rise and face the
my mouth. What did she expect seeingerjm for the last time."
court."
Luther did; he looked squarely me to do? Bark East they'd have
"You should go. Ma," Cord said.
throvim the case out of court for "You'd be a comfort to him."
at the judge.
"This court, having found the lack of evidence, but this was
"If you think that's best," she
defendant. Luther Lovelock Oklahoma, where Justice was said. "You always know best,
midden
imposes
and final; Luth- Cord."
Ornixe, guilty, now
the rough and
sentence of twenty years at hard er was lucky he wasn't hung.
He put him arm around her
A crying woman Is not my and they walked sloWly down the
labor in the federal penitentiary
Idea of a convermatIonalist so I street. The sun was down now
at Fort Smith, Arkansas."
The Grange Hall became a bed- left Edna Alone. I stayed In my and deep shadows Melt beneath
lam of sound and some of the own room for a while but found the building overhangs. A few
Luther the loneliness unnearable. The lamps were lighted and by the
people even cheered.
looked like a man stunned mor- traffic on the main drag had time we reached the other end
have
would
fallen had thinned astonishingly: the farm- of the street, Ponca City had
tally: he
not the defense attorney caught ers had all gone home and the settled down for the night
hint Felna, who sat a few seats boardwalk idlers had dwindled to .The depot sat alone, a hundred
to the right, wailed once and a dribble of townsfolk who never yards beyond the street. When I
clapped both hands over her face. did much but stand around any- stopped, Bill looked at Julie. then
I looked for Cord.• He sat stone- way.
me. "I think I'll get a drink. A
From the east end of the street stiff one."
still. his face absolutely expresssonleas.
I Raw Ma's buggy approaching.
He retraced his steps toward
114arshal Bud Ledbetter took Bill flageman 'was driving and Lanahen'e Julie asked. "Aren't
charge of Luther then and took Julio, was sitting in the hark seat. you going on to the depot,
him directly to the depot, lock- Me first thought was to get out Smoke?"
ing him in the express room. I of sight en Ma wouldn't see me.
"No," I said. "I. couldn't face
suppose he firmed the hotel was het then I couldn't Stele the rest Dither now, having failed him."
no longer a Rate place: Cord and of my life. While 110leman tooled
"Yoe did what you thought Was
the rig to the hotel. I went down right," she said. "Smoke. von
I might try to break him out.
Battering my way through the the dales arriving on the porch Can't spend the „rest of your life
milling crowd I grabbed Cord as he dismounted to tie up.
blaming yourself"
He said, "Lige Rinehan stopped
the coat. "What went wrong?
"But he's Innocent" I was
Wouldn't the judge listen? Cord, off wIth the verdict Where. angry, unreasonably so. ParticuLuther being held?"
talk to me!"
larly at the judge who wouldn't
"Not now," Cord said, shoving
"At the express office. Train', listen to something that made
my hands away,"Leave mil alone, due in an hour or so"
sense. "I've changed my mind.
Smoke."
I stepped tinder the hitch rail I'm koing to the depot, but not
He got ii0 and shoved and to help Ma down ha Bill shook to tied Luther."
pushed until he was outside. The his head. "Better let me. Smoke."
1 left her standing there and
defense attorhey was stuffing
He was right Ma would likely trotted toward the main railroad
papers into hias hriefesse when I hit me if I got -that close to her. hoildttfg. I knew that the lodge
sided him. "A lot of good you did Judging from her eyes, all puffed had Iready checked out of thilit
for him." I said.
and red, she'd been doing more hotel, so I figured he'd be wait"There wnsn't much to work than her share of crying She ing to take the train....
with." the said. Then he looked seemed an much older now and
-at me and added. "You made a I felt guilty because I we. re"For a moment I thought the
tight case for the prosecution."
sponsible."
judge was little. then I knew
1-7,1na remained in her chair,
Julie chine to the sidewalk to that he wasn't. 'Didn't my
crying. I took tier sit of there stand. She didn't say anything, brother Cord tat% to you?' I
end neck to net hotel room She inlet touched my hand then dismanded." - ernoloel story
lark on the hod nnri hiltierl net smieeze,1 it gently. From :yeses
renelies n climax tomorrow in
face in the pillow, her shoulders the street Cord emerged from this paper.
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land, stock barn, chicken house,
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[WANTED to RENT
ELECTRIC RANGE, used. Good
cencliben. $45. Call 1843. Fr/P

Professor's' Dream rrouse. One
1955 FORD Tractor and equip- block from college. 3 bedrooms,
ment, 700 hours, original paint, two baths, study, air conditionlooks and runs like new. A er, automatic heat. Phone 721.
TFC
bargain. Contact Truman Turner at Coldwater. Call P1-5-2277. BALL POINT PENS. Seepto
M 1P and Paper-Mde. Fillers also.
Several price ranges. See them
at Ledger a n d Times Office
e
PUZZLE A
Supply Diva &anent.
Mine

'
Ma
''
ILI.4
5 11111'I.I. 23 Prefit• don n
4 II UIMI
I :12-Ikelne•
a- • nil
:4111". IN4 UI p I
• iin
rhi" ria-- IUURRUII 45- boas , riot 4
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4
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I HERE'S a world of difference
in Webeer's Lectionaries. Ask
fir and get
Webster's New
World Detimary, College Editen, at the Ledger anti Times
Office Supply Dept. 142,000 entries, each ward newly defined
for modern usage. 1760 pages.
See them turbos
Mine

- WANTED

HELP WANTED

I

MAKE $20 DAILY
Leunirenis
narnopletes. Free samples. Reeves Cos Attleboro, Mess.
F2f1P

•

Hayden said he had some
horrible moments in - his early
days in Hollywood. He had the
buildup - a sailor who'd been
Landed by some movie men and
who became a male Cinderella.
"I know now what I was
then, and I knew it then, tou,
but I was unarmed," he said.
"I didn't know how to ace I
didn't know, how to protect myself. I could barely force myself to sit through some of my
performances in pre - World
War .11 pictures. But people
kept slapirig me on the back
and telling me,to keep up the
good works"- seesNow They Stud.
Hayden said severai ,etpei-iences were particularly painful. Once on a personal appealeince ,SOLIT, a short disc
jockey talked to him onstage
developed
Oiknen
have
a
from a ladder. The aduien.ce floating
ustaNhore
Al
drilkng
may still be laughing. he said platform Ow can operate in
In another instance he didn't water to 600 feet deep.

•

SPE
CIA
t
THIS WEEK ONLY

LOAN TO FINLAND
HELSINKI, Finland
- The
United States has agreed to give
Finland a 14 million dollar loan
iso finance construction of a
hydroelectric plant and other industrial expansion, it was announced. The loan will come
from funds acaumulated in Finland from sales of U. S. agricultural surplus products. It will
be made through the Export
Import Rank
o

February 24- March 1

sTEELCLOTHES POS

T

• MADE OF 3-INCH PIPE
• 8-FT. POST WITH 4-FT. CROSS
• MADE FOR 3 LINES OF CLOTHES
• PAINTED ALUMINUM
DECORATIVE AND REAL STURDY

2 POST FOR

$1 375

I

LADYS intereeted in dineeting
people Full or part time. Send
cataisfaeatiens to Mr. Sloan, Box
55"f. Paducah, Ky.
F27C

I

know bow to handbe a situation
on his first-and last for a k'ne
time - radio show when he
lost his place in the scrip:. Almost every. one of his larger
mistakes could have • been prevented by an adequate preparebon, Hayden said. He didbt
know enough to go along With
jockey's
rag
disc
the
and
couldn't talk to an audience; he
hadn't gone to drama echoul; he
lacked experience alehough he
was on the Sup of the Hollywood pile.
-Things are better for younger actors now," he said. "They
have a better idea of what's going on and witnk they're cluing.
While I was working recently
in 'Terror in a Texas Town'
most tit* the men in :he cast
would go to acting classes for
a couple of hours each night.
I think that's the riabt way to
do things.

FILM SHOP

DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
By RON BURTON
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
United Press Staff Correspondent
days a %MA. Call long distance
HOLLYWOOD --illimeStarling
Mayfield 433, Union City
13011.
A7C Hayden likes the true story
about the pretty, well-endowed
starlet who once told an interviewer, "I went to be a movie
star so I can study and become
an actress."
3 or 4 roam downstairs apartment
Actor Hayden thinks it's a
with private bath, close to town.
guild story He said many an
Phone 1294-W.
F26NC
actor or actress svath geld kooks
has beeome a star only to find
painfully later that he or she
EOST & FOUND
has to learn to act. This es
Hollywood's fault, Hayden beLOST: Boys blue winter zipper lieves.
jacket,. red fining. size 10, be"Hollywood is hke a lumber
longing to South side paper mill," he mused. "Take
some
-route carrier. Phone 20154-4 if likely hooking matterial-meybe
bound.
F27C a guy wtio's six-four like meand send it through the mill.
It comes out planked. And it
CARD OF THANKS
may autiast too long, beoause
We wish Si express our deep- it's been placed in a position
est apprecsation to our wonder- which detsn't necessarily utilize
ful neighbors and friends for Us strength."' l"
the nod, beautiful flowers, and
the many kind anti thoughtful
things done kw us during the
long- eidfSeaa -and death of our
hiethend and father. may c...e
bk-gss each of you.
Mrs. Oury Shackelford
Barbara and Rik

par word tar one day minimum of 17 loan*, for 110o - Ile
per ward fee lArat days. Ckwelfled ad. ar• payalift
I.salvoes&

be

s will

/PASS PI'S

Serrnicea Off

Rains has pulled out
east of, the -upcoming
spec, "Tale of Two
7here's a good chance
taWher may pull out,
actors have pleaded
mitments.
e'a "Tombstone Terri- It
iloys almost 400 persons
or indirectly to turn
series. That's almost
opulation of Tombstone,

e

.11

Murray Machine
& Tool Co.

TUNISIA MEDIATOR - Robert
Murphy iabevei was picked by
President Eisenhower to go to
Europe and try to mediate the
strife between France and Turesulted from
which
nisia
French bombing of a Tunisian
town. Murphy, deputy under
secretary of State, was Ike's
wartime political adviser in
North Africa. (fitterisational)

PHONE 338

106 N. 4th ST,

NANCY

by. Erie
HEY, NANCY-THERE'S A

WONDERFUL
ECHO IN
THIS
VALLEY

REALLY ?--LET'S
HEAR
IT

YOU
DON'T
HAVE TO

QUIT

STANDING

ON MY HAND

YELL

S.

THAT

s

LOUD

Um

artk

Gill.-25le 69.11 I I*
Cc, ,•14110

vow 1••••.• 10011••••

ABBIE an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren
POOR MIXED-UP
JERK,TeINKING HE
WAS ON THE
MOON.'

I'LL HAVE li:111 IN
SAFff HANDS PRETTY
600N,00885. THE
DOCTI. KNOW HOW
70 HANDLE YOUR
CASE ,'

LOOKS LIKE
COURSE THE" :al
THEY'RE READY
ARE -THE
FOR A FULL-PLEDGED CREATURES
INVASION DOWN
FROM PLANET
MOON ARE ON
THERE,'
THEIR WAY

1.1L' ABNER

by Al Capp

1411

-AH DIDN'r WANTA MENSHUN
IT-BUT THET PLACE WAS
GITTIN' RATHER SLOPPY!!

I WILL CaVOTE MY LIFE AND MY
MILLIONS TO BRINGING SOME
HAPPINESS INTO YOUR
SHATTERED LIVES!!
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Weekly News Letter

Theory. On Arteries is Attacked

l

• For the first time in a n
bituminous cOal ming in the
country an - underground auger
soon is to be used by the Bes.
If properly fed and nursed, do that no time is esund Cur ex- demonstrate that emotions cause
By DELOS SMITH
semer Coal. Iron & Land C'mdisease. He aiso granted that the
United Press Science Eddie,. - not succumb at coronary disease ercise, such as walking.
pony in its Wincirocic mine near.
NEW YORK le --The psycho- to any greater extent than does
-The cia ager of a t tributing psyche asmattic apprerseh is heart
Olive t Springs. Tenn., 27 miles
TVA's Kingston
cardiovasacukar disease to emo- disease was popular.
f'Om
Stearn samatic or mind-body explana- the general population.
(Continued from Front Fage)
"It seems likely that emotions, tional teneiton is that it makes
Plant. The ctaipany recently tion of hardening of the arteries
"Undoubtedly
much of the University of Y.eptucky Extentension
results
in
compulaive
al
well-knsiwn
by
a
attacked
was awarded a TVA contract ;is
everyone fearful lest he find
Set vice
a nnuol
an the
wishful th.nk about work and sion
Gist 260.0c0 ems of cal under heart expert sn the grounds that eating; drinking and smi*F.rrg in himeif in, a situation of anxiety,
Su pe rvisars Conference
old
stress
an
being
testaae
evil
is
nrany
individuals as compensa- and it fosters a belief that
cone,,t:„iris a-hich would encour- its proponents can prove nothRepreserstaifive.s of the seven
menit getnIt that labor is par of
age it to experiment with this ing but "would have us believe,"ion tint anxiety. and I believe struggle a n d achievement are
Tennessee Vtatley elates and repfur
the
original
penalty
sin,
that work causes heart disease."‘ that it is thriugh this indirect lethal, whereas they are praba
•-• f, rrn of jaecioniration.
which is ma success-fully mal- reeens atives of 'TVA will particiThat isn't so. asserted Dr. mechanism that area has its bly healthy."
Augers have been used with
pate in both meetings. (Supert'ed by the Puritan concept of
success- in surface tninini in H ivea rd B. Sprague. edittaria lit- influence on coronary disease,"
via)re Conference February 26--a
He granted that man was too the nobility of struggle a n d 27 and commit:ec meeting FebTenet-ace. S , far as is know ing in a technical journal of he cantinued.
"In addition it contributes to comlicated 3 cre3tUTe ti permit ambition: We hope that work
th y have thus far only been the American Heart 'Aaeaciation,
ruary 23). The Supervisor, Conustd undtagratind in this coat- and. the psych .matic "point of the failure to achieve daily any Mat, unalterable view as to and anxiety are bad for us so ference will consiat of discustrs in arehricite minas ;n Pen- view presents dangers. It is an physical texercise by promoting the origins of man's: diseases. that we can avoid them, or sions on how Teat Deinonstranst Isonla.
easy .wav ,ait because it almost fatigue and by forcing a man StS11 there are no techniques in blame them for ills. brought up- lion Farm recerds, reports and
I to mtke at many commitments existence by which anyone can on us by our own vices."
•TVA believes that Tennessee's preoltles scientific research."
analyses are used in educational
The allegation is, he said. that
e al incluse ry c a n achieve a
work With farm people in each
Poplar.
Murray;
Mrs.
Allen
Bucy
grt ster degree of mechanization. this is "an qntektally anxious
of the states and haw further
and baby girl, 711 Sycamore.
ard thus compete price.- wise age_ in .world history." But,"no
use can be made • of them in
with stater states. TVA's can- me can prove that our age is
lContinued from Front Paws)
Murray; Mrs. Bobby McCuiston,
the coordinated TVA and Extroe'ts pr• a•:de assured markets ' more trsubled 'han many before Olive. Murrays, Mrs. Hoyt Craig, 1G4 S. 15th St., Murray; • Mr.
tette:an Service program.
f-aosiestacksuolotszne rangmeisfram do _NO one can measure emo- Rt. S. Murray: Mr. Joe-B. Smith,
..
.
----_
Kentucky's "4-H Resource OpJ. - Pia Outland, 1905 Poplar. Murstne•
-Ilasyteattat thtsS" ensaeUrag- tional - Areas since _it has nO 318' flesh Street, Mayfield: Miss
(Continued from Front Pagel
poaunities Project" will be esray; Mrs. Jimmy Stubblefield,
ing the sins ea:mere tn necessary meaning except in relation to Maude Nance. New Concord; Mrs.
Omitted at the resource commit, Alines Mrs. Nellie Collins, Rt, 1,
astrirajoiterr. -greoter met-hat-14- horn who is stressed.
Charles York and baby girl,
in October._1949. On January 1, *.cc meeting. ,
Futrell,
Mrs.
Bruce
I Alme;
Rt.
•I.-"4,
"Puthennore, it creates t h
Rt. 5, Benton: Mrs. Doi-ward
,-2W: •n.
.
1952. he was named executive
Mechanization has been re- belief that emational stress lit Bennett and baby girl, Rt. 1.! 2. Murray; Mrs. Walter Byars
triee aasident. of the Waielimen
spariiible _for increasing the pro- a bad thing. mess-fare, not only,
Mr. S. L. Turner, Rt. 3, land baby boy, Box 121, Hazel;.
urray; Miss Sandra Cale Thor
duct:wit!: of Tennessee mines 66 are pain, anxiety, grief, fear, Murray;
.
Mrs. Jimmie Lewis and baby Sscasty.
percent since -1947. Strip mines anger and frustrat so undasira- I as, 412 Sycamore. Murray: Miss boy, Hardin. Mrs. Jerry McA
veteran
of
Wont' • War 1, a
Funeral Home
have a.me of the highest pro- ble, but so also rata:. be joy, Lutricia Jean Lawrence. Rt. 3. Connell and baby girl, 103 S.
ducovity rates, averaging more pride, success; striving, arid love.' Murray: Master Denis F. Bur- 15th St., Murray; Mrs. Charles Rotar:en,--3n-active.Man arid
Service
- Equipped
dose
- two and- a half times that
The peychataxivaticiats. have keen, Hardin; Mrs. Mitchell Story Stalks and baby girl, Rt. 1, a Shriner, he is presently a
with
baby
boy.
Oxygen
and
Rt.
1.
7 of underground
Murray;
suggested
that
stress
emstion&
mines. Their
Hazel. Mrs. Minda Luvier, 103 member st
board of stewpr. ductivitv has ircpwn.A....r tLm ton incre_aasotte. volume offaty Mr. Raymond Crittenclon, Farm-' N. 6th St., Murray; Mrs. Arthur ard* of t h e First Methodist
— Friendly Service —
Rt 40ourland. Rt. 2. Murray; Master Chun+ in Omaha and a mem108 ta 17.3 tans per „man-day. Albsrt4nces in the blood, and
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
Bigger. teeter stripping 'shovels, these blood fats' are related, ate- 1, Hazel: Mr. Tony Dalton. Rt. Pa••1'sKen; Smith, Rt. 2, Benton: beet of various civic canna:aces
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NUCLEAR ROCKET MISSILE—Ws the Ftocketdyne diets:on of
North Amencan Aviation's conception of sonuelear rocket
missile. which theoreucelly could carry a hundred times the
payloads of today's missiles, and make interplanetary travel
possible with single-stage instead of multi-stage rockets.
In theory the raclear missile, would use fission to convert a ated is co propulsive gasses, and we ad have vastly
more power than the missiles known now. Internalioaali
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SELLING 25 BULLS — 45 FEMALES

outhern

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433
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Two Outboard Motors Run
50,000 Miles In 68 Days

wurteous
intidents

Bond S.
County'

It's here! A full-size big NEW Mercury at a new low price!
SPECIAL GAS-SAVING ENGINE!
This great new Mercury engtrie was de-

•

FAR MORE LUXURY AND PRESTIGE!
• All the size and comfort you want

signed to !.4.1./14./.f. extra mileage out cif

in your tar_all the luxury you•ve dreamed •

every drop of gas. Drive a Mercury todays-

of—at a price you just can't resist..

vaCI
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Model

61-I1 Tv.o-Door Milan deli', red in—Wfirray

MERCURY/ 58THE BIG M MEANS THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY

•

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Setting
• record unmatched in motorbeating history, two 60-horsepower outboard motors have just
completed& 24-hour-a-day endur•nce run of 50,000 miles. The 68.
daytrial, certified by impartial
efficials of the U. S. Auto Club,
equalled twenty years of normal
use by a boat owner.
The run, which smashed all
endurance records of speed
against elapsed time and elapsed
time alone, was announced at the
opening of Boat Show *eaten.
The endurance motors and boats
will be exhibited at major Boat
Shows across the nation.
Each of two six -cylinder
Mercury outboard motors, both
certified as stanflard production
trealels, completed the run of 50,000 miles in two phases. The first
25,000 mike' of continuous operation ended in October, and the
second 25,000 miles were run
from Nov. 20 to Dec. 24. Refueling while underway,the lead boat

completed the twice-around-the.
world distance in 68 days, 18
hours and 51 minutes, 0.6 seconds, at an average speed of 30.3
miles per hour. The second boat
finished 48 seconds behind.
The five•place family runabouts used in the tests circled
a lake in central Florida under
constant supervision of USAC
officials. Fuel was put aboard and
drivers changed every four hours
while underway. The boats maintained their cruising speeds day
and night (above) despite,oceanlike squalls, tropical storms, and
below-freezing weather.
Said Mercury president Carl
Kiekh•efer: "This endurance
run, unmatched in motorboating
history and the greatest distance
ever traveled by any marine power plant in so short • period,
firmly establishes the super-powered, high-thrust oatbosrd motor
as safe and dependable for extended,family crulaIng."

Treat your dollars with respect. True, they won't buy as much
as they used to. But, this is the very reason why you should
spend as few of them—and save as many—as• you possibly
can. The dollars you needlessly spend only help to keep prices
high. The dollars you save „help to relieve inflationary pressures and thus bring prices down. And, equally important, they
immediately, go to work earning MORE dollars for you. Every
payday put some of youp money where it will do YOU the
most good ... in a savings account in this bank. The time to
start is NOW!
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